
Game Change Reminders & Updates 
• Reminder:	 The team that needs the game changed is the team that 

needs to enter the game change in the system. That way they are the ones 
using the free change or paying for the late change.


• Reminder:	 If you are entering a game change today and the new game 
date is less than 5 days from today, this is a late change and the person 
requesting the change MUST pay the $75 fee via credit card or PayPal to 
change the game.


• Reminder:	 If you are entering a game change today and the game is 
currently scheduled for a date within 5 days, but now you want to change the 
game to a date outside that 5 days, this is a late change and the person 
requesting the change MUST pay the $75 fee via credit card or PayPal to 
change the game.


• ***New Updated:	 If you are entering a game change today and the new 
game date is less than 24 hours from today, this is a very late change and the 
person requesting the change MUST pay the $150 fee via credit card or 
PayPal to change the game. (Make sure you really want this change.)


• ***New Updated:	 Clubs will no longer be able to change a game within 
4 hours of the currently scheduled game time.


• Reminder:	 Clubs currently have until 8/19/22 to make unlimited games 
changes to their schedule (date/time/field) for free.


• Reminder:	 After 8/19/22 each game change Date/Time will take away 
one of the team’s two free game changes. A team cannot use a free game 
change to cover a late or very late game change. (Meaning: a game change 
less than 5 days must be paid for and you cannot use a free game change.)


• Reminder:	 The last date to submit a game change and use one of your 
team’s two free game changes is 10/23/22. After that date all changes, late or 
not will incur a $75 late change fee. The very late changes within 24 hours will 
still incur the $150 fee.


• ***New Updated:	 The YSSL is no longer allowing free changes for 
conflicts incurred by clubs participating in IYSA Cup games (State Cup, 
President’s Cup, Illinois Cup, or Junior Cup). This is a tournament that the 
club has chosen to participate in and will be treated accordingly.


• ***New Updated:	 A game that is Rained Out and not rescheduled within 
14 days, will incur a $75 fee to reschedule the game change outside that 
timeframe.



